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a

SUMMARY

ARTICLE HISTORY

House dust mite (HDM) allergy represents a highly prevalent inhalant allergy, and exposure to HDM allergens
results in allergic rhinitis with persistent symptoms that may not be adequately controlled with available
allergy pharmacotherapy. Allergy immunotherapy constitutes a complementary treatment option targeting
the underlying immunological mechanisms of allergic disease and represents the only treatment with a
potential for disease modification and long-term efficacy. As traditional allergy immunotherapy delivered by
subcutaneous injection of specific HDM allergens involves a time-consuming treatment regimen and a risk of
systemic adverse reactions, sublingually administered allergy immunotherapy (SLIT) has been investigated as
a more convenient treatment option with similar levels of efficacy and an improved safety profile that allows
for at-home daily administration.
In this Drug Profile, we provide a review of the clinical data behind the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet, which was
recently approved for the treatment of HDM-induced allergic rhinitis by regulatory authorities in Europe
and Japan.
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Introduction
House dust mite (HDM)-induced respiratory allergic
disease
Allergic rhinitis (AR) is a chronic respiratory allergic disease
causing major illness and substantial economic burden worldwide [1]. AR affects an estimated 23% of the population across
Europe [2] and is associated with symptoms with significant
negative impact on patients’ quality of life [1,3]. The house
dust mite (HDM) is a major source of indoor allergens and a
significant factor in the development of allergic disease,
including AR and allergic asthma [4]. Sensitization to HDM
allergen has been identified as one of the most prevalent
sensitizations among inhalant allergens [5] and global prevalence estimates suggest that HDM allergy may affect 1–2% of
the world’s population [6]. In Europe, HDM sensitization was
detected in 49% of adult subjects with a clinical diagnosis of
AR [2] and almost all HDM allergic adults suffer from HDMinduced AR. In addition, allergic asthma represents a frequent
comorbidity of HDM-induced AR, as evidenced by the finding
that approximately half of patients with HDM-induced AR also
displayed symptoms of asthma [7].
HDM allergens are ubiquitous in human habitats and for
many allergic individuals exposure may result in HDM-induced
AR with persistent symptoms that may vary in intensity throughout the year [1,8]. Upon allergen exposure, allergic individuals
experience IgE-mediated inflammatory responses characterized
by symptoms such as rhinorrhea, nasal obstruction, nasal itching
and sneezing [1,9,10]. While allergen avoidance has been
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investigated as a way to reduce HDM allergen levels and symptoms, the majority of interventions have failed to provide clinical
benefit [11–13]. Thus, current treatment guidelines for HDMinduced AR focus on symptomatic allergy pharmacotherapy,
such as nasal and oral antihistamines and nasal corticosteroids,
and allergy immunotherapy (AIT) [14].
In cases where the use of allergy pharmacotherapy fails to
provide adequate symptom relief [15], AIT constitutes an additional treatment option. AIT involves repeated administration
of allergen to allergic subjects in order to induce immunological tolerance to the specific allergen and ameliorate symptoms associated with subsequent allergen exposure [1].

Mechanism of action of AIT
The mechanism behind AIT-induced tolerance appears to
involve a shift in the balance between Th2 and Treg
responses, accompanied by increased numbers of Treg cells
and suppression of effector T cell function [16,17]. As important regulators of immunological tolerance, Treg cells mediate suppression of allergen-specific immune responses in
several ways. Through suppression of dendritic cells supporting effector T cell generation and by direct suppression of
Th2 effector cells, Treg cells modulate B cell function and
induce allergen-specific antibody responses characterized by
strong IgG4 secretion and suppressed IgE secretion. In addition, Treg cells suppress effector T cell migration to the airway mucosa and mediate direct and indirect suppression of
mast cells, basophils and eosinophils. Collectively, this
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modulation of T and B cell responses and inhibition of mast
cell, basophil and eosinophil migration and mediator release
represent a mechanistic foundation that is key for successful
AIT. Thus, unlike symptomatic allergy pharmacotherapy, AIT
provides allergen-specific modulation of the underlying
immunological mechanisms of allergic disease and represents the only treatment option with a potential for longterm efficacy and modification of the natural course of allergic disease [1,18].
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AIT routes of administration
Traditionally, AIT has been administered as subcutaneous
injections with specific allergen extracts [19] and the clinical
efficacy of subcutaneously administered AIT (SCIT) is well
established for HDM-induced AR [20–22]. Current guidelines
recommend an AIT treatment period of 3 years for inhalant
allergens [1], with frequent (at least biweekly) injections during an initial up-dosing period followed by monthly to
bimonthly injections of a maintenance dose. Thus, as SCIT
injections must be performed under medical supervision, the
many doctor’s visits involved in the treatment regimen make
SCIT a time-consuming option requiring a high level of
patient commitment [23]. Further, the risk of systemic
adverse reactions associated with the invasive character of
SCIT leaves obvious room for improvement.
In this context, sublingually administered AIT (SLIT)
meets an unmet medical need. Local administration of specific allergen extracts as sublingual tablets or drops appears
to modify similar immunological mechanisms as when
extracts are delivered subcutaneously [19,24] and for AR,
numerous double-blind, placebo-controlled trials have confirmed that SLIT-tablets are effective in providing clinical
benefit [25]. Importantly, based on the observed tolerability
profile, SLIT-tablets are approved for at-home administration
(provided the initial dose is administered under medical
supervision for at least 30 min) and most treatment regimens have been designed for daily dosing [26,27]. Thus, for
patients with HDM-induced AR where allergy pharmacotherapy fails to provide adequate symptomatic relief and who
expresses reluctance toward the commitment required for
SCIT, SLIT-tablets represent a more convenient avenue to
the benefits of AIT.

HDM SLIT-tablet treatment of HDM-induced AR
Market overview
Current treatment guidelines for HDM-induced AR include
allergy pharmacotherapy and AIT [14]. For HDM-induced AR
patients who do not experience adequate symptom relief
using available allergy pharmacotherapy, AIT represents a
complementary treatment option. Whereas several products
for SCIT treatment of HDM-induced AR are commercially available around the world, the practical challenges involved in
successful SCIT generate an unmet medical need for a more
convenient and easily accessed AIT treatment. With similar
levels of efficacy and a superior tolerability profile [28], SLIT
appears to meet this unmet medical need and several SLIT

products are marketed for pollen-induced AR. Whereas treatment in the form of sublingual drops has been available in
multiple countries on a named-patient product basis for decades, SLIT-tablets backed by large amounts of data from clinical development programs have only recently obtained
regulatory approval.
For HDM-induced AR, a number of SLIT-tablets are in clinical development. Specifically, the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet (MK8237; ALK/Merck/Torii), which is the topic of the present Drug
Profile, was approved by European regulatory authorities for
treatment of HDM-induced AR as well as HDM-induced allergic
asthma in August 2015 and approved by regulatory authorities in Japan for treatment of HDM-induced AR in September
2015. In addition, a HDM SLIT-tablet developed by Shionogi
and Stallergenes (STG320) was approved by Japanese regulatory authorities in March 2015. Finally, a sublingual allergoid
tablet containing HDM allergens modified by carbamylation is
available in a number of countries on a named-patient product basis and is undergoing further clinical study in order to
support a future marketing authorization application. Thus,
evidently, substantial efforts aim at developing SLIT-tablet
treatment options and meeting the unmet medical need of
HDM-induced AR patients worldwide.

Introduction to the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet
Chemistry
The SQ HDM SLIT-tablet (MK-8237; ALK/Merck/Torii) is a fastdissolving freeze-dried tablet containing a 1:1 mixture of allergen extracts from the HDM species Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus and Dermatophagoides farinae. Thus, the tablet contains
all D. pteronyssinus and D. farinae allergens. A highly standardized production process ensures a 1:1:1:1 ratio of the major
allergens Der p 1, Der f 1, Der p 2 and Der f 2 in the SQ HDM
SLIT-tablet. D. pteronyssinus and D. farinae represent the two
most commonly occurring HDM species worldwide, and the
derived group 1 and group 2 allergens are among the most
frequently recognized clinically relevant HDM allergens [8].
The SQ HDM SLIT-tablet is formulated as a fast-dissolving
oral lyophilisate for daily, at-home sublingual administration,
utilizing a well-established formulation technology (Zydis®).
Manufactured by a freeze-drying process, this dosage form
consists of the drug substance physically entrapped or dissolved within the matrix of a fast-dissolving carrier material
designed to disperse rapidly in the mouth [29,30].
Administration of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet involves placing
the freeze-dried tablet under the tongue from where it will
dissolve leaving no residues.

Pharmacokinetics and metabolism
As traditional pharmacokinetic studies are not possible with AIT
[31], no clinical studies have been conducted to investigate the
pharmacokinetic profile and metabolism of the SQ HDM SLITtablet. This reflects the finding that for SLIT products, no passive
absorption of allergen through the oral mucosa occurs to any
relevant extent and during AIT, plasma levels of intact allergen
remain below detection limits [31–33]. Upon sublingual administration, allergen is taken up by dendritic cells, particularly
Langerhans cells, of the oral mucosa and presented to other
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cells of the immune system [16,34,35]. As the active components of allergen extracts are composed of polypeptides and
proteins, allergen molecules not taken up by antigen-presenting cells are believed to undergo enzymatic hydrolysis during
passage through the gastrointestinal tract. Accordingly, there is
no evidence to suggest that intact allergen enters the vascular
system to any relevant extent after sublingual administration
and no reports of SLIT affecting renal or hepatic function have
been published.

3

week 24, levels of both immunological parameters demonstrated a pronounced dose-dependence. Importantly, the
onset and magnitude of immunological changes correlated
with the observed clinical effect of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet
treatment [44].
Collectively, dose-dependence was observed for all
assessed immune parameters, regarding onset as well as magnitude of the immunological changes. Thus, responses
induced by the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet correspond well with the
mechanistic understanding of AIT [19].
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Pharmacodynamics
Whereas formal pharmacodynamic studies are not possible for
allergen products, evaluation of AIT impact on specific
immune parameters, including allergen-specific immunoglobulin (Ig) levels, is recommended during development [31].
The process of tolerance induction during AIT involves
changes in T cell responses as well as antibody responses to
the specific allergen. The current understanding of the
mechanism of AIT involves an antigen-presenting cell
mediated shift in the balance between Th2 and Treg
responses [17]. As AR symptoms caused by mast cell degranulation result from Th2 cell induced B cell secretion of IgE, a
shift toward Treg mediated Th2 suppression influences B cell
Ig secretion. For instance, serum levels of allergen-specific IgE
are known to transiently increase after AIT initiation and then
gradually decrease over months or years. However, while
these fluctuations in IgE levels indicate AIT modulation of
underlying immunological mechanisms, IgE levels represent
a poor predictor of clinical improvement during AIT [36–38].
In contrast, increased serum levels of allergen-specific IgG, and
particularly IgG4, are consistently observed with AIT [39,40],
and IgG is believed to inhibit IgE binding to allergen in a
competitive manner [19,41]. Thus, the inhibitory activity
against allergen-specific IgE has been suggested as a relevant
measure relating treatment-induced changes in levels of Ig
secretion to clinically relevant effects of AIT in study populations [17,42].
For the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet, several clinical trials have
included measurement of allergen-specific IgE, IgG4 and the
inhibitory activity against IgE, as assessed by IgE-blocking
factor (IgE-BF). Two phase I trials investigated tolerability and
acceptable dose range of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet in adults
and children, respectively, during 28 days of treatment [43].
Both studies reported significant dose-dependent increases in
IgE-BF against D. pteronyssinus as well as D. farinae, with doses
higher than 4 SQ-HDM resulting in significantly increased
levels of IgE-BF after 28 days of treatment. Similarly, levels of
specific IgE toward both HDM species showed a significant
dose-dependent increase in all active groups, as expected,
whereas no changes were observed in the placebo groups
[43]. In addition, data from the two studies indicated comparable immunological responses to the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet of
an adult versus pediatric population [43].
A 24-week phase II trial assessing dose-related efficacy of
the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet using an environmental exposure
chamber reported comparable immunological responses [44].
Levels of specific IgE and IgG4 increased in all active groups
during the initial 8 weeks of treatment, reaching levels statistically significant from those of the placebo group. Further, at

Clinical efficacy
Phase I studies
Dose selection for subsequent efficacy trials was based on
results from two phase I trials investigating tolerability and
the acceptable dose range for treatment with the SQ HDM
SLIT-tablet in HDM allergic adults and children, respectively
[43]. Testing doses ranging from 1 SQ-HDM to 32 SQ-HDM,
these trials identified 16 SQ-HDM as the maximum tolerable
dose. However, as this dose involved a higher frequency of
treatment-related adverse events (AEs) compared to the lower
doses, 12 SQ-HDM was concluded to represent a suitable dose
for further clinical investigation in adults and children with
HDM-induced respiratory allergic disease [43]. Thus, no subsequent trials included doses beyond 12 SQ-HDM.

Phase II and phase III studies
The clinical efficacy of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet for HDMinduced AR has been evaluated in three randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials [44–46], as outlined in
Table 1. In addition to the listed trials based in Europe, the
SQ HDM SLIT-tablet has been evaluated in one phase III trial in
North America and two phase III trials in Japan.
In MT-02 (EudraCT no. 2006–001795-20), a large phase II
trial investigating the efficacy and safety of the SQ HDM SLITtablet in adults and adolescents with HDM-induced respiratory
allergic disease, impact on AR was evaluated by a combined
rhinitis symptom and medication score (total combined rhinitis score, TCRS) [45]. The primary end point in this trial related
to HDM-induced allergic asthma [47] and the trial population
was selected based on mild to moderate HDM-induced allergic asthma as well as a medical history of HDM-induced AR.
However, a post hoc subgroup analysis evaluated the effect on
AR in patients reporting a TCRS >0 during the baseline period
(i.e. patients with nasal symptoms or medication use at baseline). As shown in Figure 1a, treatment with 6 SQ-HDM for 1
year resulted in a statistically significant reduction in TCRS,
corresponding to a relative difference from placebo of 28.8%
(Table 1). In contrast, despite inducing relative differences
from placebo of 17.4 and 26.0%, respectively, the TCRS values
observed for the two lower doses included in the trial (1 and 3
SQ-HDM) failed to reach statistical significance (Table 1). The
clinical effect of 6 SQ-HDM was supported by a statistically
significant improvement in quality of life, as assessed by the
rhinitis quality of life questionnaire with standardized activities
[RQLQ(S)] [45]. Among the individual components of the RQLQ
(S) instrument, the greatest improvement was observed for
sleep, with 6 SQ-HDM reducing sleep impairment scores by
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Table 1. Summary of efficacy results relating to HDM-induced AR.
Difference from placebo
Trial
MT-02

P003

MT-06

End point
TCRS end of trial
(1 year)

Treatment
Placebo
1 SQ-HDM
3 SQ-HDM
6 SQ-HDM

N
95
106
112
117

Adjusted mean
2.71
2.24
2.01
1.93

Absolute (95% CI)

Relative, %

p-value

−0.47 (−1.24 to 0.30)
−0.70 (−0.45 to 0.04)
−0.78 (−1.52 to −0.04)

17.4
26.0
28.8

0.23
0.063
0.036

TNSS end of trial
(24 weeks)

Placebo
6 SQ-HDM
12 SQ-HDM

34
36
36

7.45
5.47
3.83

−1.98 (−3.24 to −0.72)
−3.62 (−4.85 to −2.39)

26.6
48.6

0.003
<0.001

TCRS end of trial
(1 year)

Placebo
6 SQ-HDM
12 SQ-HDM

298
297
284

6.76
5.58
5.53

−1.18 (−1.91 to −0.45)
−1.22 (−1.96 to −0.49)

17.5
18.2

0.002
0.001

*

48-52
Weeks after treatment start

(c)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

*

8

*

16

*

*
*

24

Weeks after treatment start

TCRS (adjusted mean)

(b)

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

TNSS (adjusted mean)

(a)
TCRS (adjusted mean)
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Presented analyses are based on the full analysis set (FAS) from each trial (i.e. all randomized subjects with observations).
CI: confidence interval; N: number of subjects; TCRS: total combined rhinits score; TNSS: total nasal symptom score.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

**

4

14

Placebo
6 SQ-HDM

**

**

24

34

**

12 SQ-HDM

44-52

Weeks after treatment start

Figure 1. Efficacy scores relating to HDM-induced AR from the MT-02, P003, and MT-06 clinical trials. (a) End-of-trial total combined rhinitis scores (TCRS) of the MT02 trial subpopulation with TCRS>0 at baseline; n=95 (placebo), n=117 (6 SQ-HDM) at end-of-trial assessment. (b) Total nasal symptom scores (TNSS) from each
allergen exposure challenge session during the P003 trial; n=34 (placebo), n=36 (6 SQ-HDM), n=36 (12 SQ-HDM) at end-of-trial assessment. (c) Total combined
rhinitis scores (TCRS) over time during the MT-06 trial; n=298 (placebo), n=297 (6SQ-HDM), n=284 (12 SQ-HDM) at end-of-trial assessment. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals; asterisks denote statistically significant differences from placebo. *, P<0.05.

approximately 50%. Thus, collectively, data from the MT-02
trial suggest that 1 year treatment with 6 SQ-HDM modulates
the established link between AR, impaired sleep and
decreased quality of life [48], resulting in improved AR control,
improved sleep and improved quality of life.
To investigate onset and dose-related efficacy of SQ HDM
SLIT-tablet treatment, the P003 trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01644617) was designed to evaluate AR symptoms in
a controlled allergen exposure environment during three
exposure challenge sessions throughout a total treatment
period of 24 weeks [44]. The trial population comprised adults
with HDM-induced AR (with or without conjunctivitis; with or
without asthma) and HDM allergen challenges were performed as 6-h sessions in the Vienna Challenge Chamber,
with subjects scoring symptoms every 15 min. As presented
in Figure 1b, after only 8 weeks of treatment with the SQ HDM
SLIT-tablet, subjects in the 12 SQ-HDM group reported statistically significantly lower total nasal symptom scores (TNSS)
during the challenge session compared with the placebo
group. For 6 SQ-HDM, a statistically significant difference
from placebo was observed after 16 weeks. Clear dose-dependence was observed during all three challenge sessions and
after 24 weeks of treatment, subjects receiving the 12 SQ-HDM
dose reported a 48.6% reduction in TNSS during challenge as
compared with subjects in the placebo group (Table 1). Thus,
findings from the P003 trial demonstrate higher efficacy and
faster onset of effect of the 12 SQ-HDM dose as compared

with 6 SQ-HDM. The observed treatment effect of 12 SQ-HDM
was supported by a statistically significant improvement in
quality of life after 24 weeks of treatment, as assessed by the
RQLQ(S) instrument and rhinoconjunctivitis symptom assessment using a visual analog scale (VAS) prior to the challenge
session. As prechallenge RQLQ(S) and VAS evaluation assessed
symptoms experienced in the week prior to the challenge
session (i.e. during real-life allergen exposure), these findings
may support a clinically relevant treatment effect outside of
the controlled HDM chamber exposure.
In MT-06 (EudraCT no. 2011–002277-38), a phase III trial
evaluating the clinical efficacy of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet
under conditions of real-life exposure to HDM allergens, a
combined rhinitis symptom and medication score (i.e. TCRS)
was evaluated at several points during a treatment period of
approximately 1 year [46]. The trial population included 992
adults with moderate to severe HDM-induced AR despite the
use of allergy pharmacotherapy and subjects were randomized to receive daily treatment with placebo, 6 SQ-HDM, or
12 SQ-HDM (Table 1). As displayed in Figure 1c, after 14 weeks
of treatment, TCRS values reported by subjects in both active
treatment groups were significantly lower than values
reported by subjects receiving placebo. Notably, both doses
led to statistically significant differences from placebo in terms
of reduced AR medication scores, and the 12 SQ-HDM dose
displayed efficacy on all four individual symptoms included in
the AR symptom score, that is, statistically significant score

Summary of efficacy trial results
Collectively, data from the presented efficacy trials demonstrate that the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet provides statistically significant clinical improvement in HDM-induced AR (Table 1).
Whereas 1 and 3 SQ-HDM were below the clinically effective
dose range, 6 SQ-HDM and 12 SQ-HDM both induced significantly reduced rhinitis symptoms and reduced allergy pharmacotherapy use for patients with HDM-induced AR. However,
data indicate a more robust effect as well as an earlier onset of
effect for the 12 SQ-HDM dose compared with the 6 SQ-HDM
dose.

Safety and tolerability
Combined clinical safety data from the reviewed trials indicate
that the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet was well tolerated, and the

Table 2. Treatment-related AEs.
Placebo (N = 379)
Treatment-related AEs
Severity
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Seriousness
Not serious
Serious

12 SQ-HDM (N = 360)

n (%)
52 (14)

e (%)
99 (100)

n (%)
199 (55)

e (%)
536 (100)

42 (11)
14 (4)
–

79 (80)
20 (20)
–

180 (50)
40 (11)
6 (2)

438 (82)
91 (17)
7 (1)

52 (14)
–

99 (100)
–

199 (55)
–

536 (100)
–

Safety data from trials where the 12 SQ-HDM dose was included, P003 and MT06; causality assessed by investigator.
AE: adverse event; N: subjects in safety set; n: subjects reporting adverse events; e:
number of events.

25
20

% subjects

reductions for blocked nose, itchy nose, runny nose and
sneezing compared with placebo [46].
To evaluate whether the observed symptom score reductions were large enough to clearly reduce allergy-related morbidity and represent a clinically relevant effect, in MT-06, a prespecified criterion for clinical relevance defined a numerical
difference in TCRS of 1 or greater between actively treated and
placebo groups as the minimal clinically relevant effect [46].
The numerical magnitude of this criterion for clinical relevance
(TCRS≥1) was selected based on examples of what a TCRS
reduction of 1 could mean to an individual patient in terms
of reduced symptom severity or reduced need for symptomatic allergy pharmacotherapy. Further, efficacy results for
other SLIT-tablets approved for treatment of pollen-induced
AR support the notion that a TCRS reduction of 1 constitutes a
clinically relevant treatment effect [49–55]. Whereas these
trials did not include TCRS as an end point (most report a
combined rhinoconjunctivitis symptom and medication score
(TCS) as the primary end point), the reported rhinitis symptom
and medication scores have allowed for post hoc calculation of
TCRS. The post hoc TCRS results correlate the observed clinical
effect with a treatment-induced TCRS reduction of approximately 1 and thus formed the basis for the clinical relevance
criterion in MT-06 (TCRS≥1). In MT-06, the criterion for clinical
relevance was met for both actively treated groups after 14
weeks of treatment and TCRS differences >1 between actively
treated and placebo groups were observed for all subsequent
assessment points, demonstrating maintained efficacy
throughout the remaining approximately 9 months of the
study (Figure 1c). In addition, the clinical effect of 12 SQHDM was supported by a statistically significant improvement
in quality of life, as assessed by the RQLQ(S) instrument.
Specifically, whereas differences observed for 6 SQ-HDM did
not reach statistical significance, 1 year of treatment with 12
SQ-HDM resulted in significantly lower RQLQ(S) scores compared with placebo within 4 of 7 individual RQLQ(S) domains:
nasal symptoms, non-nose/non-eye symptoms, practical problems and sleep impairment [46]. Thus, collectively, data from
the MT-06 trial indicate that for patients displaying moderate
to severe AR symptoms despite the use of symptom-relieving
allergy pharmacotherapy, 1 year of treatment with 12 SQ-HDM
is efficacious in providing benefit of significant clinical relevance to patients.
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Figure 2. Frequency of treatment-related AEs occurring in ?5% of subjects
receiving SQ HDM SLIT-tablet treatment. Combined safety data from trials
where the 12 SQ-HDM dose was included, i.e. P003 and MT-06.

observed safety and tolerability profile of the SQ HDM SLITtablet corresponds well with the observed profile for other
SLIT-tablets [53,56–58]. Table 2 outlines the nature of treatment-related AEs reported by subjects receiving 12 SQ-HDM
or placebo (based on pooled safety data from trials where the
12 SQ-HDM dose was included, i.e. P003 and MT-06).
Importantly, safety data from a phase III trial not included in
this Drug Profile, in which the primary end point related to
HDM-induced allergic asthma, support the safety and tolerability profile of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet observed in the
reviewed trials [59,60]. The proportion of subjects experiencing AEs was higher among subjects receiving 12 SQ-HDM
compared with the placebo group [60]. The majority of treatment-related AEs observed during the clinical development
program of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet were mild, local allergic
reactions, most of which occurred within the first few days of
SLIT-tablet administration and subsided with continued treatment. Specifically, as presented in Figure 2, the most commonly observed treatment-related AEs included oral pruritus,
throat irritation and mouth edema (reported by 20, 19 and
11% of subjects receiving 12 SQ-HDM, respectively).
During clinical development of the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet, a
limited number of treatment-related serious adverse events
(SAEs) were observed. A case of severe migraine in a subject
receiving 1 SQ-HDM (on day 245 of administration) and a
case of severe dizziness in a subject receiving 3 SQ-HDM (on
day 3 of administration) were reported during MT-02 and
both cases were classified as SAEs because of hospitalization
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of the involved subjects [47]. During MT-06, idiopathic
thrombocytopenic purpura was reported for a subject
receiving 6 SQ-HDM and classified as a SAE upon finalization
of the trial [60]. In the same trial, a case reported by the
investigator as ‘very mild laryngeal edema, no vital risk’ was
treated with adrenaline [46,60]. This AE developed upon
initial administration of 12 SQ-HDM, performed under medical supervision as per protocol instructions. Upon recovery,
the subject continued and completed the trial without any
further AEs beyond mild oral pruritus [46,60]. No deaths or
cases of anaphylactic shock and no events reported as systemic allergic reactions were reported in any of the trials. No
AEs involved local allergic swelling that compromised the
airways. This corresponds well with the expected tolerability
profile for SLIT products and the observed tolerability profile
represents an advantage over the risk of systemic adverse
reactions associated with the invasive nature of SCIT.
Collectively, the safety and tolerability profile of the SQ
HDM SLIT-tablet supports at-home sublingual administration
of doses up to 12 SQ-HDM, provided that initial administration
is performed under medical supervision.

Regulatory status
In August 2015, the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet was approved by
regulatory authorities in 11 European countries (Austria,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Poland, Slovakia and Sweden). Specifically, treatment
with the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet is indicated in adult patients (18–
65 years) diagnosed by clinical history and a positive test of
HDM sensitization (skin prick test and/or specific IgE) with at
least one of the following conditions:
● Persistent moderate to severe HDM-induced AR despite

the use of symptom-relieving medication
● HDM-induced allergic asthma not well controlled by

inhaled corticosteroids and associated with mild to
severe HDM-induced AR and where patients’ asthma
status has been carefully evaluated before the initiation of treatment
In Japan, regulatory authorities approved the SQ HDM SLITtablet in September 2015 for treatment of HDM-induced AR
based on positive results from a large phase III trial conducted
in Japan. In the U.S., a large phase III trial investigating the
efficacy of SQ HDM SLIT-tablet treatment (12 SQ-HDM vs.
placebo) in adults and adolescents with HDM-induced AR
(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01700192) is aimed at providing further documentation to support a similar application for
regulatory approval. Thus, large numbers of HDM allergic
patients worldwide will get access to treatment with the SQ
HDM SLIT-tablet within the near future.

Conclusion
The clinical data reviewed in this Drug Profile demonstrate that
treatment with the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet provides significant
improvement in HDM-induced AR. SQ HDM SLIT-tablet treatment results in improved disease control and specifically, HDM

allergic patients report lower symptom scores, decreased
allergy pharmacotherapy use and an improved quality of life.
Additionally, the reviewed safety data indicate a favorable
safety profile, which constitutes an important advantage over
available SCIT treatment options. Doses up to 12 SQ-HDM display a safety and tolerability profile that supports at-home
sublingual administration once the first tablet is tolerated
(when administered under medical supervision). In conclusion,
treatment with 12 SQ-HDM delivers robust efficacy as well as a
favorable safety and tolerability profile and importantly, the SQ
HDM SLIT-tablet represents a treatment option that meets an
unmet medical need of patients with persistent moderate to
severe HDM-induced AR not adequately controlled by symptom-relieving allergy pharmacotherapy.

Expert commentary and five-year view
The clinical development program behind the SQ HDM SLITtablet represents the largest development program for an
HDM AIT product to date and a clear ambition of developing
an evidence-based SLIT-tablet with documented clinical benefits for patients suffering from HDM-induced respiratory allergic disease. Specifically, the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet was
developed as an improved AIT treatment option, enhancing
access to AIT and meeting the unmet medical need of patients
with HDM-induced AR experiencing inadequate symptomatic
relief with available allergy pharmacotherapy. For HDMinduced AR patients presented with AIT as a complementary
treatment option, traditionally, subcutaneous delivery of allergen extracts represented the go-to route of administration.
However, because of the practical challenges involved and the
risk of systemic adverse reactions associated with the invasive
character of SCIT, sublingually administered allergen extracts
have been investigated as a more convenient AIT treatment
option. In the context of AIT for HDM-induced AR, the data
presented in this Drug Profile demonstrate that treatment
with the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet delivers robust efficacy and a
favorable tolerability profile. As this allows for at-home sublingual administration, the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet represents a
highly convenient AIT treatment option for patients, as
opposed to the more time-consuming treatment regimen
involved for SCIT.
Although head-to-head comparative trials of SCIT versus
SLIT in terms of efficacy and safety are scarce, and none
have evaluated the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet against SCIT formulations, the two routes of administration modulate similar
mechanisms resulting in similar levels of efficacy [61,62]. In
terms of safety, all evidence points toward a more favorable
safety profile of SLIT products compared with SCIT [63]. Thus,
for the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet, the observed robust efficacy and
favorable safety profile appear to offer significant clinical benefits over existing SCIT treatment options. As clinical experience with the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet accumulates, new data from
real-life studies or further randomized controlled trials are
likely to shed light on several as of yet unanswered questions,
including the clinical benefit of SQ HDM SLIT-tablet treatment
of pediatric populations, the potential for combination SLITtablet therapy for polysensitized patients and the long-term
efficacy beyond SQ HDM SLIT-tablet treatment cessation.
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Information resources
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Key issues
●
●
●
●
●
●

Patients with HDM-induced AR not adequately controlled on symptom-relieving allergy pharmacotherapy present an unmet medical need.
AIT targets the underlying mechanisms in HDM-induced AR by modifying the immunological response to HDM.
SLIT-tablets represent a highly convenient avenue to AIT.
The SQ HDM SLIT-tablet provides robust efficacy in HDM-induced AR, resulting in fewer symptoms, reduced medication use and improved patient quality
of life.
The SQ HDM SLIT-tablet has a favorable safety and tolerability profile; transient, mild local allergic reactions represent the most commonly occurring
adverse reactions.
Treatment with the SQ HDM SLIT-tablet provides a clinically relevant benefit and meets an unmet medical need of patients with persistent moderate to
severe HDM-induced AR not adequately controlled by allergy pharmacotherapy.
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